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C
Closing wo
ords from the chairrman of th
he Associa
ation of C
Cooperative
e
S
Sciences Institutes,
I
Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Konrad
K
Hag
gedorn, on
n the occas
sion of th
he XVII. Internation
I
nal Conferrence on Cooperativ
ve Studies
((ICCS), Se
eptember 18-20, 2012 in Vienna.
VII. Intern
national Conference
e on Coope
erative Sttudies (ICC
CS) of the
e AssoThe XV
ciation of Coope
erative Sciences Ins titutes (AG
GI), held 18 to 20 Septembe
er 2012
in Vien
nna, was simultaneo
s
ously a co
omplete scientific success as well as a grand
social e
event! As it turned out, howe
ever, the concluding
c
g remarks of the Ch
hairperson of the AGI did not take place
e as announced in the progrram. Through an
oversig
ght, the co
onference was ende
ed earlier than
t
plann
ned at the
e conclusio
on of its
final po
odium disc
cussion. This
T
would not have
e been worth mentio
oning were it not
for the
e loss of an opportunity to heartily thank
t
the organise rs and th
heir coworkerrs, the speakers, moderators
m
s and disc
cussants, all other p
participants and,
last bu
ut not least, the sponsors for ttheir outsttanding co
ontribution
ns. Howev
ver, this
has giv
ven us the
e opportun
nity to con
nvey to you the follo
owing apprraisal of th
he conference
e in writte
en – and thereby
t
p erhaps more memo
orable – fo
orm. Here
e, then,
are the
e concludin
ng remark
ks of AGI C
Chairperso
on as they
y were orig
ginally to be given at the end of the conference.

gues and guests,
g
Honourred colleag
We are
e now at the
t
end of an event that has been equa
ally comm
municative as well
as kno
owledge-ric
ch. We ha
ave just e
experience
ed a confe
erence tha
at can be considered a model off the liveliness and interactive framing of proble
ems through dialogue tthat can ta
ake place between cooperativ
ve practice
e and coo perative science.
s
It was also, how
wever, a co
onference during wh
hich daunting theore
etical and empirical pro
oblems we
ere reveale
ed, in partticular s re
egards the
e present e
economic ‘crisis’.
At the same time, repeate
ed empha sis was laid on the need for new appro
oaches,
derstandin
new m
methods, to gain a better und
ng of coop
perative u
undertakin
ngs and
how to
o support them, und
der the ba
anner of ‘experimen
ntal researrch on behaviors
and atttitudes’. And,
A
in th
he end, allthough th
he main concern
c
w
was self-he
elp and
self-org
ganization
n, there wa
as also a ffocus on the role of the state (e.g., the
e EU) in
facilitatting such decentrallized coop
perative effforts. Overall, I th
hink we ca
an look
back at this confference as
s one givin
ng us courage and determina
ation to brring the
cooperrative scien
nces into greater
g
prrominence on the wo
orld stage .
Now, la
adies and gentlemen, if you w
will allow me
m to men
ntion a few
w issues frrom the
confere
ence that seem note
eworthy, n
naturally as
a seen fro
om my perrspective:


A
At the top
p of the lis
st was the
e concrete
eness and degree o
of detail th
hat was
brought to
o the deba
ate conce rning prac
ctical ques
stions of h
how coope
eratives
ffunction, such
s
as in
n the dom ains of ad
dvanced auditing orr proper ac
ccounting. For the academ
mics in th e scientific commun
nity, such questioning can
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often act as a healthy glimpse into the complexity of practical management, and
the practitioners need to be especially thanked for their contributions to this aspect of the conference.










Repeatedly, attention was brought to the great financial and political crises
taking place today and the question of whether approaches from our discipline could help to solve the institutional failures that have caused them.
Here the conference brought a crucial task for the future to the table, while
also revealing that our knowledge is not – or at least not yet – sufficient for
formulating conceptual recommendations for institutional innovations of such
scale and momentous import. All the more telling was the continual reappearance of indications of this challenge to our discipline during the course of
the conference.
Another integral component of this conference was a palpably felt, and not
merely postulated, interdisciplinary practice. As an economist, I am often
admire the great degree of differentiation and precision in the formal development, constant amendment and fine tuning of laws, decrees, ordinances
and procedural rules. Institutions, understood as sets of rules, many of which
are encoded in legal form, need to be equipped so that they can become
productively operational. This is one of the keys to sustainable development
of societies and is extremely meaningful in practice.
Standing on the other side is economic analysis and its approaches, which
were quite well represented here at the conference, stressing foremost questions of efficiency and organisational feasibility. As the interdisciplinary exchange of the last few days has demonstrated, such economic approaches
are not in opposition to the legal ones, as one might be led to believe due to
disciplinary blinders. Rather, both fields of research interact with each other
more in the sense of a syllogism. On the one side are the, usually legally defined, basic principles, while on the other side there are the constraints of the
scope of action, marked by universal scarcity, through which concrete practice becomes possible. Competitiveness, the survival of cooperatives, and
their adaptability are relevant objectives to be brought to bear here. The synthesis of the two elements is what characterises constructive discourse.
My attempt to offer a picture of this conference would be terribly incomplete
if I failed to point out the many contributions dedicated to quite specific and
concrete questions, such as the founding of cooperatives, cooperatives in
transformation countries, customer relations, energy cooperatives, and many
other areas that could also be mentioned. Noteworthy is that the role of cooperatives in economic development – internationally, including in developing
countries – clearly emerged as a focal point.
Last, but not least, what should the role of the state be vis-à-vis cooperatives
as ‘robust institutions’ and sustainable forms of organisation? This question
came up again and again regarding issues such as the impact of the Basel III
equity capital regulation on cooperative banks or how agricultural producer
groups should be supported by the EU in the future. To my mind, this is a
key and promising area for cooperative research in the field of policy to devote itself to.
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Thus far, I have only mentioned some aspects and tasks for the future that have
especially characterised this conference. But now I want to consider the event as
such. Aside from the careful consideration given to content issues, the splendid
location and atmosphere within which the conference took place needs to be recognized, provided for us through the University of Vienna’s Institute for Business
Management, the City of Vienna, and the unmatchable engagement of the cooperative associations. The high quality of this conference is especially due to the
untiring efforts of its organisers, particularly Professor Brazda for his farseeing
planning and design of the event as well as Professor Rößl and a multitude of
their co-workers. In fact, the event’s organization was so smooth as to be almost
imperceptible – truly a model of organisational excellence. In this regard, execution of the conference was handled with the utmost professionalism by Dr. Holger Blisse, Mr. Florian Jagschitz and others. Equally essential were the contributions of the co-workers of the event management team, especially Mr. Schneider
and the young people responsible for handling the technical aspects of the plenum and group sessions.
I extend a heart-felt thanks to all of you for their exemplary work in making this
conference a success!
In closing, just as at the beginning of our conference, I would also like to especially thank our sponsors. Here, I particularly mean our supporters among the
cooperative practitioners and enterprises of Austria and Germany. In aiding this
conference, you have sent a strong signal of your connectedness with scientific
cooperative research. Let me not forget to also thank once more the speakers,
moderators, and discussants of the conference for their substantive contributions
and ability to continually stimulate our thought processes. I also remind us of a
special event that occurred during the conference, namely the giving of the International Scientific Prize of the AGI. This year the award has gone to Professor
Münkner, from Marburg, for his enduring contributions to cooperative science
and practice through a first-class combination of teaching, research, and consulting that should be a model to us all.
Before finally ending my remarks, I would like to remind you that there are some
post-conference workshops still awaiting your participation! Looking ahead, I
very much hope that we will all see each other again – full of new ideas and in
good health – at our next, eighteenth, international conference in Luzerne, Switzerland.

